
Planned Parenthood to Give Transgender
Hormone Drugs to Children

written by GEG | January 31, 2018

Planned Parenthood is expanding its business model by offering transgender hormone-
replacement drugs to minors, even though the majority of children who think they are
transgender grow out of it when they reach puberty. Planned Parenthood received $544-
million in taxpayer money from 2016 to 2017, which was used to cover the cost of 321,384
abortions. The organization spent $15-million of that tax-funding as donations to elect
Democrats to office.

FBI Documents Claim Founder of Russia Today
Accidentally Beat Himself to Death in Hotel
Room
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The FBI just released the incredible results of its investigation into the death of the
founder of Russia Today, a US-based media service that has a reputation of ignoring
political corruption in Russia but accurately reporting political corruption in the US.
The FBI says that Mikhail Lesin killed himself by repeatedly smashing his head and upper
body onto the floor while he was alone and intoxicated in his Washington DC hotel room.

Sweet Jesus’ Ice Cream Parlors Mock
Christianity and Fetishizes Children in
Advertising
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A Canadian chain of ice cream shops called ‘Sweet Jesus’ mocks Christianity and
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fetishizes children in advertisements and decor. Its logo features an inverted cross and
a stylized S used in Satanic symbolism. The same people who support these stores would
protest bitterly if they ridiculed any other religion. [For example, Canada has a law
against Islamophobia but not Christianophobia.]

DC School Employee Doxxed by Antifa, Placed
on Administrative Leave For Supporting Trump
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A senior manager of finance for the DC Public Charter School Board was suspended after
he was doxxed by Antifa as a Trump supporter. John Goldman (aka Jack Murphy online), was
targeted by Lacy MacAuley, one of the informal leaders of DC Antifa. MacAuley contacted
Murphy’s employer and claimed that he was a white supremacist, even though he opposes
the alt-right and has never given any reason for the charge of racism. The Democrat-
turned-Trump supporter says he is going to take legal action against MacAuley, “not just
to defend myself, but for the movement.”

Muslim Man Shoots Cop in The Name of Islam
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but Mayor Says Attack Unrelated to Islam

written by GEG | January 31, 2018

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: Edward Archer, a Muslim, ambushed and shot a cop in the arm.
After he was apprehended, he said that he did it in the name of Islam and that he is
loyal to ISIS. That made no difference to Democrat Mayor Jim Kenney who said the
shooting had nothing to do with Islam. Then he said that, In America, Muslims are forced
to defend themselves against hatred.

Coincheck in Tokyo Loses $400-Million in
Cryptocurrency Heist
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Japan: A cryptocurrency exchange called Coincheck was hacked on January 25 and lost
$534-million in NEM tokens, a lesser-known cryptocurrency. This loss is higher than the
Mt. Gox theft of 2014. Coincheck says it will use its own money to reimburse all 260,000
affected users, though it didn’t specify when it will start disbursing funds.

Shocking Memo to be Released to the Public.
Deputy FBI Director Andrew McCabe Was
Removed from Office.
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Deputy FBI Director Andrew McCabe resigned before House Republicans voted in favor of
releasing the classified memo that reportedly shows that the FBI abused the Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) when they used the ‘dirty dossier’ to obtain
warrants to spy on the Trump campaign in 2016. Fox News reports that McCabe is named in
the memo. Democrats lost their fight to prevent the memo from being exposed to the
public.

Australian Aboriginals And Supporters
Publicly Display Hatred of Australia
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Melbourne: Thousands of Aboriginal activists and other supporters of multiculturalism
flooded the streets to protest against ‘Invasion Day’, carrying placards and shouting
vulgar slogans. [Another classic example of globalists behind the scenes using the
tactic of divide-and-conquer to destroy cultural unity in developed nations so they can
be more easily controlled by a global government.]

Short Course on Communist Takeover of the
United States

written by GEG | January 31, 2018

This is a recently discovered excerpt from G. Edward Griffin’s 1984 interview with KGB
defector, Yuri Bezmenov, who explains the four stages of communist strategy for taking
over the U.S. from within. It is sobering to realize that stage three is almost
complete. Stage Four is martial law from which there is no escape. Americans are running
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out of time to take the Red Pill.

CNN Recommends Cuckholding. What’s That?
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CNN is encouraging couples to engage in deviant sex through ‘cuckolding’, which is a
relationship in which one person enjoys watching his spouse engage in sex with someone
else. [All collectivist regimes seek to destroy the family because it is an alternative
to dependence on the state. If cuckholding can be popularized and made to seem ‘normal’
by a major TV network, what chance does the family have?]

Guggenheim Museum Insults Trump Family,
Offers Golden Toilet for White House
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The White House requested a Vincent Van Gogh from the Guggenheim Museum for the
president and first lady. Instead, curator Nancy Spector offered an 18-karat gold toilet
that has been touted as anti-Trump art. This was correctly interpreted as great
disrespect for President Trump and the people who voted for him. The golden toilet,
satirically called “America,” was displayed in a public restroom at the Guggenheim for a
year.

California Politicians Considering Jail Time
for Waiters Who Give Out Plastic Straws
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The California legislature is considering passing a law that would punish waiters (or
their employers) with a $1,000 fine and up to a six-month prison sentence if they give a
customer a plastic straw without a request for one. [These collectivists have got to be
removed from office before they imprison everybody. Come to think of it, that’s really
what they want, isn’t it.]


